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Internet access
drives inclusive 
growth



Access helps bridge the digital gender gap

Women internet users are 12% fewer than men worldwide

In least developed countries, only 1 of 7 women has access

In South Asia, women are 70% less likely to use mobile internet

Structural and cultural constraints (income, literacy, stereotypes)

Improved digital infrastructure such as
free, fast, and reliable public wi-fi is key to 

eliminating the gender gap in internet access.





Access benefits the whole ecosystem



Access contributes to policy goals

Increased productivity 
E-commerce, digital payments, travel booking, online work collaboration, access 
to real time info, and reduced wait times

Contributions to GDP
On average, a 10% increase in broadband penetration in a country results in ~1% 
increase in the GDP growth

Helps local governments achieve their ICT plans
Expansion of public wi-fi has helped India meet 7 of the 9 objectives under its 
Digital India initiative 

Creates opportunities for U.S. exports 
For example, Google has partnered with U.S. companies like Cisco on the 
hardware that supports public wi-fi access points 



Public Wi-Fi hotspots are challenging to deploy

User Experience

For users, Wi-Fi can be an 
unreliable and inconsistent 

experience. No uniform 
onboarding experience 

across hotspots. 

Core Challenges:

Operational Complexity

For ISPs and Venues, 
networks are operationally 

complex. It can be difficult to 
set-up and operate the 

network at scale. 

Financially Unsustainable

For providers, public Wi-Fi is 
expensive to provide and 

and hard to monetize. Few 
generate enough revenue to 

cover operational costs.



Google Station - a simple, cost-effective, & 
scalable way for partners to offer free & fast Wi-Fi

● Fast: high-quality internet for more HD 
videos and less buffering

● Safe: can trust that their data is safe and 
protected on our network

● Easy, consistent experience: simple log-on 
flow, developed and enhanced through 
custom UXR

For users, Google Station means For partners, Google Station means

● More revenue: scalable, sustainable ads-
based monetization driven by Google’s world-
class sales teams

● Lower operational cost: Station architecture 
simplifies integration and can lower ongoing 
costs

● Simple to operate: cloud-based; network 
monitored and maintained by Google



Other key policy recommendations   

Integrate public wi-fi in national ICT plans (Digital India) 

Greater access to backhaul infrastructure

Effective spectrum management 

Seamless authentication process
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